
Description
Players on OPPOSITE corners of Bluelines go at same time (Blue with Blue, black with black)

Players on opposite pass to the other line and open up facing the passer, to get pass back.

Players then drive (attack) to goalie and shoot (not deke).

 
Attack Options:
 

A - Open Up and drive Wide for shot

B - Open Up and drive into Middle Lane

C -  Double Open Ups and drive Wide

Key Points
Evaluation Keys:
 

Do Players make good pass and show a good stick target to their teammate to get a good pass back

Does Player open up properly for the pass (facing the passer) and in the proper ice or are they too high or too low.

Can player follow the instructions when the drill changes ATTACK patterns.
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BDMHA - Blackhawks High Tempo Passing 10 mins
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Description
BOTH SIDES AT SAME TIME
 

On whistle  1 passes to  1 and opens up (facing) between red and blue on the boards.

1 carries puck backwards with head up and once gets to just below blue line passes. 

1 proceeds to go around tire to the outside and attack  1.

1 must gap up as much as possible.

Key Points
EVALUATION KEYS:
 
FORWARDS

Attack Speed (does FWD speed up or slow down, do they make it easy or hard to defend)

Creating offence (how does FWD create a scoring chance)

Puckhandling and Decision making (does FWD over-stickhandle or do they shoot)

 
DEFENCE

GAP and Skating (do DEF get their feet moving enough to play the 1v1 properly)

Defending the 1v1 (using stick, proper angles)

Competition and Aggressiveness (making the 1v1 easy or hard for the FWD)

BDMHA Tryouts (U11) Game Scenario - 1 vs 1 Gap Up 10 mins
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Description
BOTH ENDS AT SAME TIME

On Whistle, from both ends  1 passes puck to  D_RED who walks the line and takes a shot on goal while  1 skates to the front of

the net for a tip.

1 continues to skate receiving a pass from  F_BLUE2, and continues to skate down the wall,  F_BLUE2 skates hard to jump in the

play creating a 2 vs 1 on the  D_RED that shot the puck.

 
 

Key Points
Evaluation Keys:
 
FORWARDS

Attack and Timing on 2v1 (does FWD get too far ahead, too far behind)

Decision making (does FWD use the advantage of 2v1 or do they make it a 1v1)

Scoring Ability and creating offence (do FWDs get to open spots, do they pass or shoot, do they try to make a play)

 
DEFENCE

GAP and Space (do they give up space too far back, take space away in right spots)

Decision making (do they take pass away, do they chase puck, do they know where both players are or do they lose players)

Defending the 2v1 (aggression, stick positioning)

BDMHA Tryouts (U11) Game Scenarios - 2 Way, 2v1 10 mins
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Description
Players will go Approx. 3/4 times.
Players must stay inside the Circle and Coach will put new pucks into circle if initial pucks go out.

Players battle 1v1 INSIDE the circle for 20 secs vs. another player and try to score as many goals as they can.

Players must defend within the rules.

One whistle will start the entire drill and one whistle will stop the entire drill. 

Key Points
EVALUATION KEYS:

Individual player Competition and Intensity (how much and how little)

Defending - within the rules and how well and intense a player defends.

Individual player skill and desire to score (looking for goal scoring, not 100 moves).

BDMHA Tryout Battle Drill 1 - 1v1 for 20 Seconds Circle Battles 10 mins


